Sad Demise for Prof. Dr. Najeeb Haider. Elder sister of Prof. Dr. Najeeb Haider, Registrar / Dean, Faculty of Sciences, Ghazi University passed away on 05-04-2016. The Ghazi University Community has expressed its deep feelings of sadness with Dr. Najeeb Haider and his family upon this demise and prays for the departed soul.

Celebrations of Anti-Dengue Day at Ghazi University.

On 6th April 2016 Anti-Dengue Day was celebrated in Ghazi University. A Dengue Awareness Seminar was conducted in the Multipurpose Hall of the University, organized by Department of Zoology. Prof. Dr. Aleem Ahmad Khan participated in the event as Chief Guest. Dr. Imran Khalilq, Assistant Professor, Mr. Imran Ali, Assistant Professor, and Mr. Muhammad Farooq, Lecturer in Zoology explained about emergence, existence and mode of attack of Dengue mosquito and its control measures to the students/audience through multimedia presentations. At the end Prof. Aleem Khan gave technical lecture about Dengue Mosquito, its history, damage and precautions to control. In second session of the celebrations an awareness walk was conducted for information of other people.

Faculty Empowerment

Prof. Dr. Aleem Ahmed Khan has joined Ghazi University as Professor of Zoology. He is Ph.D. Biology (1992) Specialization in Animal Conservation Ecology & Ecosystem, Management, Middle East Technical University Ankara, Turkey. He is ex-Director, Institute of Pure & Applied Biology, BU2, Multan and ex-Director, BU2 sub-campus D. G. Khan. He has participated in 21 International Seminars & Workshops, supervised 6 Ph.D. students, 51 M.Phil and 63 MSc/BS students. There are more than 20 publications from students research, his Current Impact Factor = 84.075, Current Google Scholar Citation Index = 1356, More than 60 Referred Journal Publications (National and International), with one paper each in Nature and PNAS, more than 13 Conference Publications, 4 Conference Presentation, and 13 Books/Chapters and Technical Reports.

Dr. Arshad Munir has joined back his duties in Department of Islamic Studies at Ghazi University after serving for more than two years as Assistant Professor and Director, Development Office at Sokoto State University, Nigeria. He also served as Member University Governing Council, Member University Senate, and Member University Management. He is Ph.D. (2012) in Islamic Studies. His field of work includes Islamic History & Culture, Gender studies, Seera, Tassawuf. He has 25 Research Publications (National and International), more than 30 Essays/columns in Pakistani national and local newspaper like “Nawa-e-Waqt”, “Jang”, “Pakistan”, “Khabrain” etc. as freelance columnist. Author of two books. He has 16 International and 12 National conferences participation and presentations. He is the winner of Presidential Award for two times.

Moments of Happiness Dr. Sagheer Atta, Assistant Professor of Agricultural Entomology, Department of Plant Protection, Faculty of Agricultural Sciences, Ghazi University got married on 7th April 2016. Ghazi University community wishes him the best for a happy and prosperous life forever. May their wedding life be filled with special memories they can treasure forever.

Ghazi University in Media, the daily activities at the Ghazi University are being updated on University website (www.gudgk.edu.pk) as well as on print & social media.